2006 chevy aveo battery

Search your problem. More specific problems:. Top problems. Cranking over slowly and not
starting. Won't start Starting. I drove my car two days ago and it was fine. It has been sitting for
a couple days and now it cranks slow and won't start. This is by far the worst car I've ever had.
Comment Same issue here. After sharing the battery of my vehicle so as to start another car,
I've installed it back in mine and the engine did not start. When the ignition key was inserted, all
the dashboard lights turned on, but the fuel needle indicates "zero", when it usually indicates its
fuel level. Even more, the fuel pump's sound cannot be heard. The car is fuelled up but, just in
case, I added some 5 liters more, but it is all the same. The car sounds strongly, but it seems to
be simply injecting air. I've measured the battery and it's got 12,7 volts. The ignition engine belt
looks alright. I've disconnected the battery the whole night and connected it back today, as I
was told that was the way to reset the computer, but the problem remains. What might be
happening? Hi, everyone, I've found the solution and hope it can help others. I followed some
instructions in order to strenghten the ECU's mass, which is located in the chassis. This
strengthening is done from the computer's screw. Wont start. Turns over but won't start
Starting. When i left the traffic light. It had no power. About a block down the rd it cut off. It will
turn over but not start. It didnt run hot. Will not turn over at all Chevrolet Aveo 1. Dashboard
Windows Won't start Starting. Turn the key and it won't start the Windows work the dash has
power but it won't turn over Problems with a Aveo? Share them. I solved my problem or
question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in
Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms
Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit
reply Cancel. Researching battery replacements for your Chevrolet Aveo? You can pretty much
drive your Chevrolet Aveo until you don't want to anymore. But your Aveo's battery? Don't
count on it to last forever. On average, auto batteries last anywhere from three to five years.
Replace it regularly instead! Pay attention to clues that your battery is on its way out. A lagging
starter, an illuminated check engine light or battery signal, swollen battery case, corroded
battery posts, or dim headlights may all indicate that your battery is waving goodbye. With
best-in-class tools we can tell you how much "life" is left in your battery. Visit us for a
complimentary battery check and, if needed, a replacement battery for your Chevrolet Aveo. Car
batteries are one of our many specialties! Get help choosing the battery size that matches your
vehicle, and schedule a fast car battery replacement at your earliest convenience. Interstate has
been a leader in car battery reliability, charge capacity, and innovation. That's why you'll find
Interstate Batteries in the engines of many a Chevrolet Aveo. Their entire line of powerful
offerings can be found in industrial lifts, commercial trucks, utility vehicles, and even boats! To
run optimally, your Chevrolet Aveo requires a dependable battery. Have you recently had a
fresh battery installed in your Chevrolet Aveo? Good thinking! Now, help it last longer and stay
charged by caring for it from the get-go. Give your new battery a hand by decreasing the
number of short trips you take, keeping the battery posts corrosion-free, and not using
electronics such as the radio and power outlets when the engine is off. Firestone Complete
Auto Care has answers to your top car battery questions. If you have a battery question that's
unique to your Chevrolet Aveo battery, pay us a visit. Our technicians are happy to help. The
middle of nowhere is the wrong place to have a weak battery. Shop replacement batteries for
Chevrolet Aveo today and schedule a quick installation at Firestone Complete Auto Care.
Schedule an Appointment. A car battery that needs to be jump-started every time is as good as
dead. The battery might be old. Or, you may have been leaving your car doors ajar and the
lights on overnight. Stop by for a complimentary battery check at your nearest Firestone
Complete Auto Care and learn more about your battery's charge. What do you do with my old
Aveo battery? How much do Chevrolet Aveo batteries cost? You can find affordable Aveo
batteries by using one of our car battery coupons, when available. Plus, every Interstate Battery
comes with a maintenance-free performance warranty and limited-time free replacement. Shop
Batteries. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October My next step would be to
check the fuse. I don't know which one, though. I looked for it when my light stopped working.
Other than that, I don't know except it could be the wiring to the light on in the light. The
owner's manual includes a list of fuses. I haven't checked to see if the dome light is clearly
marked, but it's worth checking your manual. November December My girlfriends 06 Aveo has
been having a lighting issue. Her dash board lights go on and off, though now they mostly stay
off, and when the dash lights go off the right taillight goes off. The taillight goes back on when
the dash lights turn back on. The radio and all the other lights work fine. I've looked at the fuses
and they appear to be fine, but that's about the extent of my car knowledge. Any thoughts? It is
likely a wiring ground of some type. Can't say where to start looking. Did you ever find out what

the problem was? I gave my daughter a Aveo and she believes the alternator went out on it at
40K miles, 4K miles past the warrantee. She told me the car lost lights and she had to charge
the battery 3 times to get it home. Please let me know what you found out Thanks Darin. I
believe it was changed to years in the later The engine warranty covers alternators if I am not
mistaken. The power train warranty that GM has is actually better than most as far as the parts
covered. January I posted incorrectly now while looking at it. The Aveo used to have a 5-year or
60, mile powertrain warranty that was changed to 5-years, , miles, which ever comes first.
February Some guy decides to stop on the back of my Aveo hatchback, I'm not actually
complaining, now my Aveo is the only car with butt; the problem is that now that the trunk door
is damage, the "open door" alert is always on. In the other four doors, I have found the sensor
button, it's easy to find, but I can't find the sensor or don't know how is that the system detects
that the trunk door is open so I can deactivate it. Any ideas? This is giving me battery problems
and a headache! Thanks, you give me a clue! I found it and, by now, solve the problem. The
sensor contact is in the tip of the lock. I close the lock manually and then close the door with
some wire in the inside to avoid it to be open from the outside. Hope this can help to others.
Best Regards and thanks for the help! GreatI was worried that messing with the lock might trip
your alarm but apparently not. An independent mechanic diagnosed an alternator problem so
I'm getting a second opinion. Anyway I took it in and started asking about my powertrain
warranty and they said I have none because it did not start until model year. I had to show them
the Aveo literature stating the 5yr 60, powertrain warranty. Even if it is not covered under the
powertrain warranty, doesn't this seem suspicious that they told me that I have no powertrain
warranty? I feel disappointed by this experience so far. Sounds like they aren't very
knowledgible. Any warranty work that they would do would be reimbursed anyway. I am still
waiting to hear what they tell me is making the noise. I will post an update soon. I am still
wondering if this repair should have been covered under warranty? The only issue yet to be
addressed by any dealership is the front suspension noise this car has made since new. March I
hope you meant this Chevy service department. They are not all the same just like the
complaints Toyota is known for in their service department. August Can't believe no one had
the sence to check the alternator. These car are manufacuted with a defective alternator. I've
checked the fuse and replaced the bulb but still no dome light. Can you help me with this
problem. I have the same problem - lightbulb and fuse are both good and yet the light wont turn
on. Did you ever figure it out? I would appreciate your time in responding. Happy holidays. I
forgot what I did to fix this problem, but I think all I did was take the bulb out and put it back in. I
haven't had a problem since. I am having the same problem with a friends Aveo, the fuse is
good but no power at the dome light. What was the solution for yours? I was thinking there may
be more than one fuse or a relay but I cann't find any. I don't remember what I did to fix this, but
it wasn't anything major. I think I just took the old bulb out and put it back in and it started
working soon after. I don't know anything else after that. I still haven't had the problem since
then. Thanks for the info. Mine has no power at the dome light so I figure there must be
something between the fuse and light that failed. Was looking for a wiring diagram but haven't
been able to find one on line. Anybody know where to find one? April In the last few months I
have been starting to have problems with my Aveo Hatchback. Recently my dashboard lights
have gone off. It started with them going off and on every now and then, and now they are just
off all together. I still have the radio and my overhead light but none of the other lights have
been working for months. Anyone have an idea? Ive heard it could be the alternator possibly
but have had no other mechanical issues with it. The other thing that I have just recently had
problems with is the thermostat breaking. My husband stomped on the gas one day and right
afterwards we had smoke coming out of the back and the front of the car and it overheated.
Trying to find the part for it still, and I hear only the dealer can get it but should be a fairly easy
fix. My gas door is also broken, as well as the gas door opener. The car was great when I first
purchased it a few years ago, but I feel like its starting to become very unreliable. Who knows
what kind of problems Im going to run into by the time Im done paying it off that is going to cost
and arm and a leg to fix. The great things about it; its small and can fit anywhere, great gas
mileage and it has a surprising amount of room on the inside. Well you have a 5 year old car.
These are little trim items, except the thermostat. How many miles on it? Did you by it used and
get any warranty at all? Or new? Tell your husband to lighten up on the foot, the Aveo isnt a
Vette! The lights are NOT your alternator. Don't let someone sell you that expensive job! You
said the lights went on and off, then they just went out. That is a loose bulb, probably not even
burned out. If it was the alternator, much more wouldn't work. It wouldn't even start probably. It
is a very cheap fix, if you go to nearly any local good mechanic, not the dealer, to either put in a
new bulb, IF it did burn out, or just have him tighten the bulb that is in there, and the lights will
come right back on. Find the right fuse and replace it. Look in your owners manual, or even in

the fuse box, it might say, 'dash lights', or 'lights', or ask a Chevy parts dept. But it sounds like
just a loose lightbulb. I think it is just 1 bulb, and you can also ask the parts dept. The contacts
holding the bulb might need to be squeezed together a bit to make it tighter if it is the bulb is
loose from just age. My dome light is now loose, and I am constantly having to open it up to just
reposition it, and it goes out nearly every day! But no contacts to adjust, so I have to live with it.
The gas door opener is a simple plastic cord running under the carpet to the gas door, it just
came off the latch someplace along the way, it has to be reconnected. Not a big job either, it is
not expensive, but the time for a mechanic might be, finding the cord and tracing where it came
off IF it didn't break along the length of the cord. Frankly to hold the gas door closed, I had
another car with the same problem, and it had a simple release like our Aevos, not electrically
operated. I got 2 very thin magnets, cut it into two small squares, not to small, but small, and
super glued one to the gas door and one to the car, remove the tiny rubber bumper I think that
is on the car, so that with the magnet it will still close flat, and put 1 piece there and 1 on the
door, and it is fixed! It held it shut and will opened easily. No one sees it and it cost next to
nothing. I used one of those flat magnets you get from just about every store, doctor, or
company selling any service, even pizza delivery! OR you can use one of the stronger Velcros
and do it that way, it is all hidden from view. Then you dont have to get the release fixed at all, IF
it is expensive to reattach it. As for the thermostat, I am ignorant. But they are a very easy and
fairly cheap fix, if it is easy to access in the engine. I would think most auto parts stores have
what you need in stock, or can order one. The car is basically a remade Daewoo, that has been
around over a decade. Daewoo may be gone, but parts are not, this car is made all over the
world under a dozen names, but it WAS a Daewoo I still see a few perfect ones on the road, and
a lot of run down ones. So parts are available, hopefully not just from Chevy. Replace the
antifreeze when you have it fixed to protect your water pump An antifreeze flush, done
professionally, is a 'cheap' preventive measure. Then you are safe for another 5 years or more!!!
Let us know if any of this works out, I would like to know for sure. My has had no mechanical
problems either, just trim pieces, like you, but not the ones you have , but it is a cheap car, it
isnt a Vette. It holds up pretty well, new oil and a new filer,some gas and its on the road! May
Does anyone know what could be wrong with my aveo, dome light wont come on ,checked
fuses and light bulb all is ok took light out and put back in, still wont work, any help will be
appreciated.. It is the bulb - trust me. Same thing happened to me. I checked the bulb. I checked
the fuses. Unlike normal bulbs this type of bulb wont burn out the filament as you could then
see it. Get a new one from the dealer. Good luck. The bulb cost around ten dollars as I
remember. I apologize that you are experiencing an issue with your vehicle. Can you please
email me with more information? You can access my email by clicking on my name. September
How does one remove the plastic lamp cover to replace the light bulb? I can't remember and
may have to go back and check, but I think it just pops off. There's little slots on the side where
you can stick a flat-head screwdriver, I think. I just bought an '09 Aveo I don't know the
particulars on your vehicle, but from reading some of the posts. I'm thinking that the cause may
be vibration related and affecting either the mode selector switch or the bulb socket October
edited October I just had a similar issue with my aveo. On the way home, the check engine light
and hold light were blinking. I slowed down at a stop light, it went away and never came back. I
am thinking this is an electrical problem with the sensors, because the car was driving perfectly
during and after the issue went away. Please I have the same problem. What should I do?? Pop
the dome cover off using a flat screwdriver. Take out the bulb and then put it back in. See if this
works. If not then get a replacement from the dealer. It runs only 10 dollars or so. It is your best
bet for an easy fix. June A few months ago, my horn stopped working, so naturally I checked
the fuses. Sure enough, the fuse blew. I buy a 5 pack of fuses, as I am putting them in, they are
blowing out instantaneously. On the 4th fuse, it doesn't blow out right away, so I turn the car on
and all of the sudden, the entire horn harness from the fuse box all the way to the front of my
car where the actual horn is located, goes up in smoke. It literally melted the fuse inside the
fuse box. Fortunately, nothing else was effected by it. Take it to the mechanic, he says I can
either put in a "button" to bypass the horn or I can have the problem fixed the correct way
which could end up being expensive due to labor. As I am thinking this over, my interior ash
lights stop working as well as the night time lights all on the passenger side. Weirdest thing
ever, my driver side lights work, but not the passenger side. Both headlights work, but the
turning signal light and the brake light on the passenger side are completely out. It figures too
because all this occured a month after paying the car off, it's like a rule or something when you
pay the car off, all the problems come out. Anyone have any insight or advice on my issues with
this car? I really liked this car until all of these electrical problems developed. Were you taking
the vehicle into a GM dealership? Please keep me posted when the issue has been taken care
of. July The car has about 42, miles on it. We have had the plugs replaced, the throddle arm

replaced. It has been in the shop mutilple times. It runs very rough at time. This has been going
on since about 12, miles. I have been buying Chevy since , and this is my first pile of junk.
Anyone else seeing the same symptoms? Any solutions out there, before I tell the dealer where
to stick the car? I just recently had this exact problem. As in, yesterday. It got all jerky whenever
it would shift gears, the hold light would flash, and the check engine light would come on, then
when it shifted it would be fine. Rinse and repeat when it shifted up again. It was an awesome
drive home 30 minute drive. My aveo has 59, miles on it. I won't know until monday if my
warranty covers it, and honestly i'm going to be seriously irate if it doesn't. I've owned this car
for less than a year it had 43, when i bought it , and if i already have to replace major
components of the transmission that's a bit of a problem. I'm really considering selling it since
the used car market is so high right now. Let someone else deal with Chevy and their issues I
miss my Honda :. My car is now 2 years old. The dealership changed out all 3 02sensors
claiming that was the issue. I love my jellybean of a car but i will not buy another Chevy Aveo. If
anyone finds out anything, let me know I'm getting good on replacing it. Has anyone else
replace 3 alternator in their Aveo? My wife and I just bought a used Aveo LT sedan from the Kia
Dealership about a month ago and are already experiencing problems! The vehicle had about
20K miles on it when we bought it and we've put about 3K on it thus far. We let it warm up for a
little bit, but as soon as she put it in drive, the engine bogged down to approximately rpms,
went back up to normal and then back down again, feeling like it was gonna stall. When she
tried to give it any gas, the car would barely move. We took it to the dealership and they
couldn't "replicate" the issue, but they were awesome and fixed the alignment and put on 4 new
tires, which was
audi a8 w12 engine
motorcycle fuse block
honda accord 2007 alternator
kinda weird I thought, but hey, can't argue with new tires for free! I had also told them the
suspension makes "creaking" noises when going over speed bumps or dips They couldn't
replicate that issue either. NOW, the car doesn't start when turning the key all the way to the
"start" position right away One major thing is, my wife's about 7 months pregnant and we
needed something we could take the baby home in. I worry about this car breaking down if she
really needs to go somewhere or get home! The car started running rough again, so we took it
directly to the dealer. They put it on the machine and had to replace some plugs and, most
importantly, they replaced two coils for the cylinders. There is an individual coil for each of the
4 cylinders. It is now running fine, but for how long? Sorry that I ever bought this car. That is the
only good thing I have found about the car. Chevy should be ashamed. Service light is on
always when it was blinkin at fiest. Sign In or Register to comment.

